Many diseases of the central nervous system (CNS) have limited treatment options. Despite significant advancements in understanding these diseases, development of effective CNS therapeutics is greatly hindered by the blood brain barrier (BBB), which prevents penetration of most systemically administered therapeutics into brain tissue [@B2]. The BBB consists of tight junctions between capillary endothelial cells, preventing paracellular transport of agents into the tissue. Barrier function is further supported by a thick basement membrane, pericytes, and astrocyte endfeet, which together form the neurovascular unit. While some small, lipophilic molecules can pass through the barrier, 98% of small molecule drugs and 100% of large molecule drugs are unable to enter brain tissue from systemic circulation [@B2]. One method to overcome the BBB is to engineer drugs for carrier-mediated or receptor-mediated transport across the BBB, taking advantage of endogenous transport mechanisms. Alternatively, the BBB can be bypassed by direct injection methods such as convection enhanced delivery (CED), which are very invasive. Agents such as mannitol can permeabilize the blood brain barrier, however this induces BBB disruption throughout the brain [@B3], [@B4].

Focused ultrasound (FUS) is a non-invasive method for targeted and reversible blood brain barrier disruption with sub-millimeter precision that holds great promise for revolutionizing the treatment of CNS diseases. In the presence of circulating microbubbles (MBs), FUS yields transient tight junction opening, vascular endothelial sonoporation, and enhanced transcytosis spanning an estimated 4-6 hour period over which the BBB is open [@B5],[@B6]. The bioeffects exerted by circulating MBs vary as a function of acoustic pressure. In stable cavitation regimens, MBs steadily oscillate in size within an acoustic field to produce mechanical shear forces and circumferential stresses on microvessel walls. Inertial cavitation occurs when these oscillations lose stability in a manner that generates rapid, violent bubble collapse; this can impose irreversible damage on vasculature and surrounding tissues through highly localized temperature rise, acoustic streaming, and shock wave formation [@B6]. BBB disruption with FUS and MBs has played a pivotal role in enabling a vast array of pre-clinical applications exploring the delivery of drug- or gene-bearing nanocarriers, chemotherapeutics, antibodies, bioactive compounds, and even cells to the CNS across a breadth of pathologies [@B7]-[@B16]. Moreover, emerging studies suggest that the physical perturbation of tissues with FUS is capable of generating immune modulatory effects in both normal and diseased tissues, a capacity that can be exploited for the treatment of CNS pathologies [@B17]. Taken together, these preclinical studies have established FUS-mediated BBB opening as a pervasive platform for alleviating the bottleneck on therapeutic interventions that are able to effectively target the brain.

Beyond the pre-clinical setting, the last three years have seen significant momentum in the clinical advancement of FUS as a technique for safe, transient BBB opening [@B18]. To date, two separate clinical trials have evaluated the safety of non-invasive BBB opening using a commercially available extracorporeal MRI-guided FUS system (ExAblate Neuro; Insightec). These trials have explored the use of FUS BBB opening with i.v. contrast agents for enhanced chemotherapy delivery to malignant brain tumors (NCT02343991) and in early Alzheimer\'s disease (NCT02986932). Separately, an implantable ultrasound device (SonoCloud; CarThera) capable of repeated BBB opening in the presence of MBs has been demonstrated as safe and well-tolerated in patients with recurrent glioblastoma [@B19].

Nonetheless, despite these promising early successes and opportunities for clinical applications of FUS, it is also well-understood that driving microbubbles in the inertial cavitation regime can elicit neuroinflammation and petechiae. In a recent pre-clinical study, blood-brain barrier disruption using FUS and MBs induced a sterile inflammatory response in the brain parenchyma, as evidenced by damage-associated molecular patterns, activation of microglia and astrocytes, and tissue infiltration by CD68^+^ macrophages (indicative of an innate immune response) [@B20]. However, it has been noted that this study involved a dose of MBs roughly ten times higher than the accepted clinical imaging dose. Ensuing work indicates that higher doses of MBs are associated with higher rates of edema and petechiae, as well as elevated expression of inflammatory genes [@B21]. Animals treated with lower, clinically relevant doses of MBs did not display such responses, suggesting that the parameters of FUS-mediated BBB opening can be optimized in order to enhance drug and gene delivery without causing injury and inflammation [@B21]. Another concern that has been raised is variability in bioeffect response and treatment efficacy between FUS-treated regions, due in part to skull shape/thickness variability across and within animals. This variability is relevant to human clinical applications as well, and has motivated further study to better optimize BBB opening on a case-by-case basis.

In order to better address the risks raised by such preclinical studies, several groups have sought to develop systems for monitoring MB behavior within the brain, and to use these observations to inform treatments. These monitoring systems hinge on the principle of passive cavitation detection, which involves recording the acoustic emissions generated by oscillating MBs within the skull upon exposure to FUS. These acoustic signatures correlate with the cavitation activity of the MBs, as well as the biological effects of the associated FUS exposures [@B22],[@B23]. Previous work by the Hynynen group obviated adverse events by identifying the FUS pressure at which subharmonic signals begin to be detected and then conducting all following sonications at a fixed percentage of this pressure. They identified that sonications conducted at 50% of the threshold pressure (where subharmonic activity was detected) resulted in safe BBB opening without gross tissue damage (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) [@B24]. In this issue of *Theranostics*, Jones et al. have iterated upon this technique by using multi-element arrays of sensors to produce a 3-dimensional map of the detected acoustic emissions, in order to monitor MB behavior within and beyond the targeted volume of brain, and identify locations of potentially damaging cavitation behavior[@B1]. Theirs is the first system of its kind to be used for active calibration of FUS pressures during treatment (as opposed to offline acoustic reconstructions after treatment has concluded).

The FUS phased array designed by Jones et al. for both treatment sonications and cavitation monitoring features 256 individual transducer modules arranged sparsely in a hemispherical dome. Each module consists of three elements in concentric circles, with driving frequencies of 306, 612, or 1224 kHz (from outer to inner). The 612 kHz elements are used to deliver treatment sonications, while the 306 kHz elements detect subharmonic frequency emissions and the 1224 kHz elements pick up ultraharmonic signals. The subharmonic activity detected is filtered and beamformed to identify the spatial source of the microbubble emissions. Jones et al. found that increasing the number of elements in the system improved sensitivity, but that different array configurations resulted in highly variable read-outs. As in previous studies, the peak negative pressure of the ultrasound sonications was increased until the system detected spatially-coherent microbubble activity in the subharmonic frequency (with an average non-derated pressure of 0.68 MPa required to achieve subharmonic activity).

After calibrating the system to a particular point in space, and identifying the threshold pressure, a grid of points around the calibration point were sonicated at fixed percentages of the threshold pressure. Consistent with previous findings [@B24], brain regions treated at 75-95% of the threshold pressure displayed extravasated red blood cells upon histological examination and by T2\*w MR imaging. In comparison, tissues treated at 50% of threshold showed no signs of damage, with the exception of one individual focus within one grid, which showed minor erythrocyte extravasation that was not detectable by T2\*w imaging. All volumes treated at 50% of the threshold pressure displayed increased blood-brain barrier permeability, though to variable degrees. The authors hypothesize that this could be due to differences in cerebral vascularity, skull thickness, or other variability between subjects and across locations within the same subject. This finding suggests the need to calibrate treatment pressures to each and every sonication point for optimal safety in the clinic.

In summary, this study[@B1] supports the growing body of promising evidence for using the acoustic emissions of oscillating microbubbles to control the efficacy and safety of focused ultrasound-mediated blood-brain barrier disruption [@B25],[@B26]. While further study is needed to continue to optimize the sensitivity of acoustic emissions detection and rapidly calibrate sonications on a point-by-point basis, the groundwork laid by these investigators will help to inform the development and use of novel systems for improved monitoring of the safety of FUS-mediated drug and gene delivery in the clinic.
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![**Basic principle of acoustic emissions monitoring for control of blood-brain barrier opening with focused ultrasound.** After intravenous microbubble injection, focused ultrasound (blue arrows) is applied from a phased-array transducer, activating microbubbles (green circles) in the treatment volume. Acoustic emissions from the oscillating microbubbles (red arrows) are monitored by a separate set of elements within the array. The peak-negative pressure (PNP) of applied focused ultrasound is steadily increased until subharmonic (i.e. f~0~/2; grey shading) emissions are detected. PNP is then reduced by a fixed amount, typically 50%, to ensure safe and reversible BBB opening in the treatment volume.](thnov08p2988g001){#F1}
